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HC FORKLIFTS UK SHOWCASES DIVERSE PRODUCT LINE AT IMHX
Stand 12W96, IMHX, NEC, Birmingham, 13-16 September 2016
HC Forklifts UK – official distributor for Hangcha, one of the world’s largest manufacturers of
materials handling equipment – is showcasing its product range at IMHX.
Star of the stand is Hangcha’s A425 four-wheel electric truck, which combines high stability,
considerable lifting power and a low energy consumption in an environmentally-friendly
package.
Meanwhile, the HPT20S – a stand-on 2-tonne power pallet truck, which is also part of HC
Forklifts UK’s A-range of materials handling equipment – is also at the show.
The truck offers a combination of low maintenance requirements and high efficiency thanks
to its Curtis AC drive motor, which ensures a high travel speed and the ability to handle
gradients with ease.
A 2-tonne XF25D diesel-engine counterbalance truck rounds out the stand’s trucks – part of
the rugged XF series, the XF25D was designed for heavy-duty lifting and shifting without
sacrificing driver comfort, thanks to its wide cabin space.
The trucks’ aluminium alloy transmission, which offers excellent heat dissipation capabilities,
means the XF25D can handle long hours of operation without an increased risk of downtime,
as heat builds up in the truck’s engine block.
HC Forklifts UK imports and distributes an extensive range of Hangcha machines, including
1–32 tonne-capacity forklifts, and a comprehensive line of warehouse equipment.
For the European market, all Hangcha trucks’ engines meet current European exhaust
emission requirements and are sourced from Yanmar, Nissan, Cummins, Mitsubishi or
Deutz, dependant on the size of the truck.
For more information about HC Forklifts UK’s products visit www.hcforklifts.co.uk.

ends
About HC Forklifts UK
South African-based Eqstra Group is a major player in the supply and maintenance of industrial,
agricultural and materials handling equipment throughout South Africa, Africa and the UK. The
company’s subsidiary, Eqstra Industrial Equipment, has established HC Forklifts UK, to import and
distribute the HC range of forklifts manufactured by Hangcha, China’s leading forklift truck
manufacturer. Around 30 per cent of the machines manufactured in Hangcha’s Zhejiang Provincebased factory are exported, meaning of all Chinese-owned forklift truck manufacturers, Hangcha
exports the highest volume.
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